
 

In February Texas Lions launched the biggest project at TLC since the inception of the camp – CAMPaign Vision 

2020 & Beyond, a campaign to replace our bunkhouses, care-taker (summer staff) quarters, and basic 

infrastructure. This is sorely needed if our camp is going to be relative for another 70 years..…. AND to kick things off, the 

Texas Lions Camp was selected by the Mo Ranch in Hunt, TX to be the beneficiary of the 28th Polar Bear Challenge on 

January 1, 2021 at 1PM. We hope you will use this honor given to our camp to help kick off CAMPaign Vision 

2020 & Beyond with a BIG Splash! All the money raised will go to this capital building campaign. 

We likely won’t get chosen for this honor again for many years, but it gives us a perfect opportunity to get all our Texas 

Lions & friends thinking about our new “vision” for TLC’s future….but to make matters more critical, the spring storms of 

2020, destroyed bunkhouse 2, and severely damaged bunkhouse 1, plus summer staff quarters & some other buildings. It 

has become imperative to start our rebuilding sooner than later, if we want to continue to serve 1500 special kids each 

summer. Because of the pandemic, however, our Campaign has been virtually shut down so far, making the Polar Bear 

Challenge a timely opportunity to kick off the campaign.  

So how does the Polar Bear Plunge Challenge work? Simple: you donate and/or raise money from family, friends, Lions, 

Lions Clubs and patrons in the name of someone, whom you would really LOVE to see – hopefully  ME  (PCC Tom Blase) 

take a freezing plunge down a long slide into the extremely frigid Guadalupe River next January 1st. Generally, you might 

pick one of the Polar Bear Plunge “Court”, of which I am a member, to support; but maybe there is a District Governor, 

Club President or some other poor Lion you might coerce into taking the plunge. If you will go to www.lionscamp.com, 

click on Media, and then Blog, you will find all of the members of the court on page 2 or 3 of the blogs. You will also find 

other important information about the Challenge on other blogs nearby. 

All checks should be made out to Texas Lions Camp. Generally the checks should be mailed to the Texas Lions Camp (P.O. 

Box 290247, Kerrville TX 79029), however some District Governors have some special competitions and challenges going, 

so they prefer you send them through the District. Make sure your checks indicate which Court member you are 

supporting to make the BIG splash, and your District number.  

You can also donate on line at www.lionscamp.com. Click on the big red box DONATE NOW, and follow the prompts 

down the page. When you get to “Donation Categories”, select Polar Bear Plunge Challenge, and a little further down, 

when it asks if you are a Polar Bear Challenge donor, open it for the names of the Court members to credit the donation.  

Anyone is welcome to come and watch on January 1st or better yet, anyone can take the plunge by raising their own 

funds (or paying $25). Those brave souls, who wish to do this, can register to make the slide on the camp website. This 

form should be available soon on our website. On January 1 after the slide, we’re planning on an “After Party” at the 

camp. If you have questions call, text or email anytime: Tom Blase 325-315-7060 (tomblasesr@gmail.com) 
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